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PREFACE

This note is a compilation of the latest clear air turbulence (CAT)
forecasting techniques used by the Air Force Global Weather Central
(AFGWC) forecasters. It is a comprehensive treatment of a complex and
unique forecasting subject. The methods are relatively easy to follow
and are a step-by-step approach to forecasting this weather phenomenon.

The main references are Sorenson and Beckwith's (1975) CAT classifi-
cation system and Hopkins' (1976) techniques for forecasting noncon-
vective turbulence. In addition, Holcomb's (1976) memorandum "Jet
Stream Analysis and Turbulence Forecasting" provided much insight into
jet stream and turbulence mechanics. Our manual is a further treatment

* of CAT classifications explained by Holcomb.

David Lee contributed the sections on model relationships of CAT. He
collected and verified the information for these sections while serving
as a CAT forecaster with the Forecasting Services Division at AFGWC.
Roland Stull's primary contributions were the sections dealing with
automated aids. He wrote the CATA and MTWVB computer routines while
working as a numerical prediction meteorologist in the Technical Serv-
ices Division of AFGWC. The remaining sections were a joint effort.
William Irvine served as technical editor and prepared all charts and
figures.

This technical Note replaces AFGWC Tech Memo 70-7 "Turbulence Forecast-
ing Procedures" by Capt Paul T. Burnett, 15 Dec 70. Over the last nine
years the automated CAT routines have been totally replaced. Also,
synoptic rules of thumb and model relationships are now better under-
stood and documented.

We gratefully acknowledge Capt James Liberda for his expertise in
writing the Northern Hemispheric map display for the CATA output. The
suggestions and comments from Capts Thomas Andrew, Dennis Regan, Dennis
Newsom, and Norman Carron on the operational performance of the models
are also appreciated.

Thdnks go to Amn Mark Rankin for the tedious work of verifying the
cutput against pilot reports. Amn Mark Rankin and Sgt Patti Sanders
also contributed significantly by calculating the terrain roughness over
the Continental United States (CON1S). Many of the figures were drafted
by Sqt Ronald Jepson. Portions of the manuscript were typed by Mrs Mary
7immerman, SScqt (;ary Rumery, and SSgt Kathy Tittle.
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CLEAR AIR TURB JLENCE

FORECASTING TECHNIQUES

1 INTRODUCTION

The Air Force Global Weather Central (AFGWC) provides forecasts of clear

air turbulence (CAT) in support of all levels of military operations.

Although CAT is considered by some as only a nuisance, the National

Transportation Safety Board (1971) has reported that structural damage

to aircraft, passenger and crew injury, and even fatalities have been

attributed to extreme CAT encounters. Also CAT can adversely affect

air-to-air refueling, precision navigation, and low-level bombing mis-

sions. As a result, accurate forecasts of CAT are important for Air

Force flight planning and aircraft safety.

Problems encountered in forecasting clear air turbulence include the

large temporal and spatial scales of the observation network, the

reliability of pilot reports, and the short-lived, random nature of CAT.

In other words, CAT is a microscale phenomenon, whereas most existing

° atmospheric observations are made at the macroscale.

AFGWC turbulence forecasting philosophy is to provide an optimal man-
machine mix to produce the best possible forecasts. In this context,
computer programs currently check all rawinsonde observations (RAOBs)
for microscale phenomena that may indicate turbulence. These computer
programs have eliminated the tedious manual searches through stacks of
thermodynamic diagrams (skew-T, log P plots). On the other hand, CAT
forecasters examine synoptic features that are often associated with
CAT. They combine their experience with the automated computer aids to
produce comprehensive CAT analyses and forecasts.

Typically, three methods are used at AF(,WC to diaquose existing CAT.
One method uses the areas encompassing pilot reports of CAT as a first
guess. The second method uses an automated diagjnosis provided by the
computer programs at AFGWC. The third method involves synoptic rules-
of-thumb compile d by experienced CAT forecasters.

Model relationshi)ps of CAT emplo'ing time-tested rules-of-thumb have
been developed to aid Lhe CAT forecaster in identifying synoptic pat-
terns that frequcntly cause turbulence. After analyzing a potential CAT
situation, the forecaster, using all the available forecast aids,
forecasts the progression of the turbulence potential.

Several automated aids exist at AFGWC to assist tie CAT forecaster in
diagnosing CAT. These routines use the stability and shear data on a
scale approaching the microscale and available from rawinsonde obser-
vations. Unfortunately, these automated routines are unable to forecast
CAT because of t he lack of microscale forecasts at AFGWC.

-(th (he automat-.d and manual techniquec used at AFC;WC are described in
this t(_ch .oto. (-:,ajter:i 2 and1 3 define CAT and describe its causes and
charactoristics. Chapter 4 provires an overview of the problems en--
cOIT.'. ered and t(,n]s used. Aut¢nm.itasd aids are detailed in Chapter 5, and

rus-of-shut~m are. ]i.et ,d <n lapter 6.

-i -



2 DEFINITIONS

2.1 Turbulence. Turbulence is the gustiness superimposed on the mean
wind. These rapid, turbulent fluctuations in vertical velocity, hori-

zontal velocity, temperature, humidity, and pressure about their mean

values are random. Therefore we cannot hope to forecast (specify exact
values of these variables in time and space) CAT exactly. Instead, as
in molecular physics, we are limited to a statistical description of

CAT.

2.2 Moutain waves. In some cases, the wind flowing over hills and

mountains is set into smooth oscillation. These mountain waves are not

true turbulence as given by the strict definition in the preceeding

paragraph because nonstatistical equations can be written to describe
their motion. Pilots flying through mountain waves at high speed,

however, feel the oscillations as rapid bumps. They consequently report
this as turbulence or chop. To make matters more difficult, smooth

* mountain waves can sometimes create conditions favorable to the for-
* mation of true turbulence. Mountain waves will be discussed in more

detail in Section 6.4 of this tech memo.
4

2.3 Clear Air Turbulence (CAT). Clear air turbulence is literally that
turbulence not associated with convective clouds. This means that
turbulence in clear air as well as in clouds is classified as CAT.
Although most often associated with turbulence uear the jet stream, CAT
can also occur near the ground.

2.4 AFGWC CAT intensity criteria. At AFGWC, forecasts are made for
frequent (more that one third of the time) moderate or greater turbu-
lence for heavy aircraft (F-4 and larger). The AFGWC specifications for
CAT categories are:

Moderate: Mloderate changeci experienced in aircraft attitude or
altitude, but the aircraft remains in positive control at
all times Usually, small variations in air speed (15-25
knots) and changes in accelerometer readings of 0.5 g to
1. g at the aLrcraft's center of gravity occur. Occupants
feel f;train against seat belts or have difficulty walking
and loose objects move about. The vertical gust velocity
i:A 20 to 35 feet per second.

Severe: Abrupt chances in aircraft attitude or altitude are
(xperienced. Aircraft may be out of control for short
1,eriods. Usually, large variations in airspeed (25
1nots) and changes in accelerometer readinqs greater than
1.0 q to 2.0 q at the aircraft's center of gravity occur.
('ccupantn are forced violentlv against seat belts and

ose objects are tossed about. Thu vertical qust velocity

i,; 3-5 to -0 fet per s;econd.

Ext.reme: ' h: a rctaft is vioe let]v tosed about ard practically
iiTpo.F4ible to control. Structural damage may occur.
(rhanges in accelerometer reading, greater than 2.0 g and

i t ca Ti ;t veloci ty greate-i t han 30 feet per second
t., S .', ft !etUator. i11 air .peed are creater than



3 CAUSES AND DESCRIPTION OF CAT

j CAT is caused by a number of phenomena.

Hot, rising air tends- to be turbulent. Static stabilit-y is Lused to
determine whothr the air breaks down into rising/descendinq parcels of
hot/cold turbulti-ut air, called thermal turbulence.

Even if the air is statically stable, the wind -hear may bo s-trong
enough to creatc turbulence. 'Dynamnic stability i.s: the measare. of this
phenomenon, known as shear tujrbulerco.

* ,Air just abov- so-)uqi terrainT tends to 1,! tubi' L his is called
mechanical turbuilence. Note that xriecharnicai t irbul Ience is slightly
differenlt thar hi rcl n.-inwa, ur ilne$Yi, at higher altitude.s,

All three pbEr'eiwt~na are di~ Ji n more d ta. si o ow.

.l Thermal is 'j'fi u- ai e rsV'n ttalb) 1 i ties.KAn excellent me c' staiilitv of 5 r;t iu potential
*temperatir., 1,, rt: (,w!ere i. inte -i~nge in potential

temnperature, ove I Lpjvor ot tilli -"es !), i; 4 I -- tat ically stable
when. L is- posi, vye; thc wp, a;uo r w itl, elubt more

tefai u '-wit: seq t ik_ th.; , o cre w'th
e uperadialbarl( 1a)?f -,Itt 'tabi 31y nc-cls wiles L isZero,
corroj oT, u(in i.T llba Ii;C rito

?ur 1 -- i< tl i- r. Tliis b:r-ulence
ls; i S 1 fi-',ii rhc as i.m[) L 3fel71i'a)J of hot,

1:1 ~ ~ 0,r :-'r i~fi; i- car . far enougti
to 'r - e r t'paI-- o asi3te bidlc y

tie t TI' t I : -, t, 1 w tI C:1V! reuch thi s thermal

the' at r'io r :-a ita-i' a 1j c - iiTii or- 1102 izorltal advection lowers

'..y - -table air if the
I~i i -um *> 4able whecn this

(PJ~~ ra--i t hat (oTiparie tiho tel a-
IV, - Ii tat.; i tiie~C w nd 1e r

i i i t t( - i-) and i 1, tii ve-ctor winld

.: . (11 it - t >. 1-0 _,nergyI~ wicroas

-. I - o- -r i.: iii~IO9 C-arl ex,5t



Note that statically unstable air (negative L) is also dynamically
unstable (Ri < ') because the Richardson number in that case is negative.
Thus, the Richardson number is the only number needed to determine
whether turbulence will exist. This relation between turbulence and the
Richardson number has been derived theoretically by Mile; arid Howard
(1964) and been experimentally proven in the laboratory by Thorpe
(1973) and others. It has been verified in the upper troposphere by
Browning (1971) using radar and slow-ascent rawinsondes, and has been
verified with turbulence sensors in the boundary layer by Businger et
al. (1971).

Dynamically caused CAT often occurs near the jet stream at the tropo-
pause (see Figure 1). These occurrences of CAT peak during winter
months and reach a minimum in summer. Mechanism include strong verti-
cal wind shear (speed or direction) and strong horizontal wind shear.
Strong shears can first generate Kelvin-Helmholtz waves, which are
unstable. These waves amplify, roll-up, and break similar to ocean
waves (see Figure 2). Breakup of Kelvin-Helmholtz waves creates CAT.

3.3 Mechanical CAT. Friction at the ground slows the wind speed at
ground level and creates very strong wind shears just above the ground.
This leads to dynamic instabilities and turbulence. Hence, the Rich-
ardson number can be used to predict some cases of low-] zvel turbulence.

Eddies behind mountains, buildings, trees, and other roughness elements
are not so easily definable by an average Richardson number over a
layer. No theoretical criteria have been derived for s uch cases of
mechanical turbl)lence. Hence, empirical relationships that include
terrain roughno; are used here.

3.4 Mountain wives. As will he described in Chapter 6, smooth waves
can form in the air flowing over mountains. These waves can exist from
lust above ther mountain to above the tropopause. At the crests or
troughs of th waves the wind shear can be enhanced to the point
where dynamic instabi ities arid turbulence can occur (see Figure 3).
*troig wi nd ;i ir! il o occur where mountain waves hit the earth's

.urface. in fat, com,]etIie overturning und-r some of the waves can
create very turhiuleiit, statically and dynamically unstable rolls and
-,t or c]onuds. .'he.;c moenta in-n.av phenomena, although sometimes related

to yn in[: inst, i it ies, ae ic complex that only the empirical rela-
asn de.' ribed in ,Secton C, wi]] be u!ed to mode] them.
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waves cusps cats-eyes turbulence

Fiqjure 2. Breakup of Kelvin-fielmholtz waves showinq transformation from
waves to cusps, cat's-eyes, and finally turbulence in shear flow.
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4 ANALYSIS AND FORECAST PROBLEM

4.1 Problems. Precise forecasts of CAT are beyond our present capa-
bilities even though the characteristics of turbulent regions are well
defined. The problem involves the time and spatial characteristics of

the upper-air observation network, the representativeness of pilot
reports, and the nature of the turbulence field.

4.1.1 The density, frequency, and resolution capability of the
present upper-air observation network is incompatible with the micro-
scale nature of CAT. Observations are taken at 12-hour intervals at
stations averaging several hundred miles separation with a vertical
resolution of about 2,000 feet. Over oceanic areas, virtually no sta-
tions exist. Therefore, with the current system, it is practically
impossible to clearly define existing areas of CAT. Also, if computer
forecast models are utilized, the problem is again complicated by the
vertical and horizontal smoothing performed in the computer program.

4.1.2 The arguments against the representativeness of pilot
reports of turbulence include (from Holcomb, 1976):

4.1.2.1 Poor data coverage. Many areas around the globe are
not included in regular commercial airliner routes. Therefore, where
aircraft do not fly routinely, pilot reports are net available routinely.
This does not help the forecaster accurately evaluate all potential
turbulence area:;.

4.1.2.2 Aircraft type and mission. Light aircraft (Cessnas,
Pipers, etc.) report greater intensities of CAT than heavier aircraft
(Boeing-707, DC-9, etc.). Also, commercial aircraft pilots are very
concerned with passenger comfort and tend to report CAT intensities
based on passenger reactions. See Appendix A for more details.

4.1.2.3 Subjectivity. Individual pilot's interpretations of
CAT encounters as well as the responses of different aircraft vary. In
cencral, inexperienced civilian pilots tend to report greater CAT

intensities than experienced military pilots. Also, when flying in
extremely smooth air, turbulence encounters may surprise the pilot and
lead him to repor' a higher intensity. The opposite applies when flying
in rough a-ir; CAT encounters may be downgraded somewhat due to the
pilot's adjustment to existing turbulent conditions.

4.1.2.4 Avoidance. If CAT has been forecast, pilots may
totally avoid turbulent areas or use avoidance procedures designed to
less:e;n the impa,'t of existinq turbulence. Certain cloud formations (for
exariple, altociulu; standinq lenticular, and wavc clouds) associated
with turbultimce ,ire well-known and avoided. In mountainous regions,
p,,cl:ic tuibul, 1c1, avoidance routes are flown when mountain waves are

feTecasvt. The isult is a decreasu in total turbulence reports and a
reduct inn in CAT i)t.,nsitie:;.

4.I. 3 Nature ,:f turbulence field. CAT i!; a ,ihort-lived, micro-
!,i.e, ranor- phenorrmen( §i. For example, an aircraift reports !;evert CAT
at 1c crto.i: alt i tude and l scatizr. . Ten minute; later, an aircraft
flyipq t niov',,  ,l-e !,?- area at the same altitude may report no turbu-
lence ('r I ii ht 'b , ,*hiously, the turbulence has eit her moved out of

,"- - -B -
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the area, decreased in intensity, or completely dissipated.

Through experience and a sound method of equating turbulence reports, a
forecaster can reckon with the problem of the unreliability of pilot
reports. To overcome the problem of a crude observational network, the
CAT forecasters must apply proven model relationships of CAT, a micro-
scale phenomenon, to macroscale features to produce rather short-range
(up to 36 hour) forecasts. The forecast reliability de(pends upon the
accuracy of the model relationships and the precision of the upper-air
forecasts.

4.2 Tools. Many operational analysis and forecast too]:; are used in
identifying and forecasting ideal CAT relationship;.

4.2.1 In the analysis, the forecaster attempts to delineatt- ateas
of potential CAT, an; well as define areas wheie the phenomenon has been

* ,recently reported.

4.2.1.1 The first step in the analysis is a detailed exam-
*ination of the .50 mb pressure level. Thi; level is studied to deter-

mine the current position of the jet stream core and to locate other
features associated with CAT.

4.2.1.2 Infrared and visual satellite photogjraphs from the
Defense Meteoroloqical Satellite Program (DMSP) arid (;eostationary Oper-
ational Environmental Satellite (GOES) are reviewel and related to
300 mb synoptic systems; and scrutinized for certain macroscale and
mesoscale cloud features known to be associated with areas of prohabl,,
CAT. Jet ;treams and short-wave features can be readily identified from
the cloud configuration. Short transverse bands or a general herr inq-
bone appearance and standing mountain-wave clouds are normally asso-
ciated with modrate or greater CAT. Also, satellite data are highly
useful in filling in data-void areas and making sh-ort-ranqe turbulence
forecasts.

4.2.1.3 Next, tht 200 irib analyzed height and temperature
fields aro iniip, cred for regions of strong isotherm packing in associ-
ation with strong wind flow. The 200 mb isotherms closely align them-
selves with the 500 mb vorticity pattern and clearly depict short wave:;
and developing :,ystems.

4.2.1.4 The 500 nib analyse-; of heights, temperature, and
vorticity are u!ed to identify areas of thermal advection, short-wave
troughs, and wind component:; normal to mountain ridges.

4.2.1.5 The 700 mlb arid 850 mb height and is-otherm fields are
us-ed to identify regions of thermal advection and wind components norral
to mountain ridges.

4.2.1.6 The analyze'd surface fronts and pre;sure center!- are
c',,:kt1d against the analyzed jet-stream core to dete-mi ne tihe stack
.tiit) cf the sys;tem. Dynamic system" must tilt toward the cold air

1,,( U: uf hydro:;tatic cons iderations and tilt fom :;outhwest to north--
ea;t to prV;1r , f-i momentum equi] Ilrium. 'This tilt i: importan,

becai; C'AT normally .:ccur!; in a dynamic atmosphere.



4.2.1.7 After examining these products and reviewing the

latest pilot reports (PIREPs - see appendix A) of occurrence and non-

occurrence of CAT, the forecaster reviews the AFGWC CATA automated

rawinsonde analysis of turbulence potential. CATA locates areas of

strong vertical wind shears (the most effective producer of CAT) and
stable layers.

4.2.1.8 In the final analysis, the CAT forecaster checks the

AFGWC 250 mb maximum wind analysis to refine and recheck the analysis.
Using computer displayed wind fields and aircraft reports, upper-air and
CAT forecasters analyze the flow between '00 mb and 300 mlb. Shear

lines, maximum wind cores, jet difluence and confluence, and subtropical
and polar jet interaction are vividly depicted.

4.2.1.n To identify areas of possible mechanical or mountain-
wave activity, 1TWV1, an automated mountain-wavo analy,;is product, is
checked and compared with the svnoptic situation. MTWVB considers

pressure gradient, mountain-top winds, pressure tendencies, surface wind

reports, and thermal gradients o determine moutntain-wave and mechanical
turbulence using the critei ia suqqested by Sorenson and Beckwith (1975).

4.2.2 After a careful turlulenc, an-wii sis, the forecaster turns to
forecast quidan!'e tools to prepare, the. turhulence forecast..

4.2.2. 1 Tlht . 0 mb forecas;t i5 thte primary tool for deter-

mininq future j t :;tzeur jositione. In addition, other 250 tb synoptic

feature,; .as;ocidted with tiirbulencr, ca. Ile forecast.

4.'. . ' "I hie ' ml lieicl t arid i: ota h foreca,t can be used to

approximate f a t, i .t r,.a Pop oi t ionf; an wind components normal to
mountain iae.;, a. w, I I a.; t ht, ;ereral :;ynopt i c pattern.

4.... . . it. Imit t,- d I'i:'-mesh Mod,.i (LI'M) <00 mb height
It'll orti-it p.r viec , which avai]dle,_ from th, ' ltional 'leteorological
Celtcr (N'M( , I ,xtr,in.lv use;,ful in it rnirii-nq reqion; of possible

cycloqtne,;i, an, l i, rio t i (i the, movemlt , t .)f short waves across North

America. or other ,irea; in tiie Jorthirn lemilspherie, iflobal-scale
')Of mh hemi.s;iphte he iiqht an.l vort ; 'it'! fif'lds are used.

4...2. 1.hi' trtca;t Sur fa't frontli aitl pressure centers are
in;pect.d '.)r s i ,i; if nycl(r onr. i:; id cliorhe d aqa nst tihe forecast jet

;t m posi tion.

4. 2. 2. M r, 'rW i .lo contain,; I, - and .4-hour forecasts of
meiancil ant rouintain-wiv, tnr, ulan,e..

4... Aqai , t 1. ' ". ' ri) hiight forecast and other
d, , ari d ' r'i wind fi,rca.st s art, particiilarly seful in verifying

".i%'' B forfw .,: t .i ,ni 'l 5 ,/n ,I i -" pat i rr ch}ang ,;.

,.... .. fi .,'i t ki , ti or, I oqical I fertmatjon repo ts (SIGIMETs)

ir, h.lpiul in di~ ~t i r~iq exitir istrl pot,,ntial turbulence areas.

T rifnrm,1t ,ii 'eridr; tr i pe1;- ini.r;ti because it applies to All
t , Cf dir,' I t

- I-



4.2.2.8 The NMC Significant Weather (SIG WX) forecasts (400-
150 mb) are consulted for an additional opinion of where turbulence
might exist.

4.2.2.9 At AFGWC, continuity is an important forecasting
tool. Under no circumstances will a forecast area be added, dropped, or

modified unless sufficient data and sound meteorological logic warrant a
change.

4.2.3 While reviewing all of these tools, the forecaster must note
the progression of turbulence areas. Their movement, growth, intensi-
fication, and dissipation are important factors to consider in moving
the systems. Once a region of CAT is located, it is possible to move it
in time, maintaining association with the same synoptic features. The
resulting AFGWC CAT forecast must include the total area swept-out by
the moving patch of CAT. However, this approach to CAT forecasting

* sometimes results in forecast turbulence areas that are too large to be
, useful. (See Figure 4 for examples).

*4.3 Microscale versus macroscale. At first glance, the Richardson
number approach for analyzing CAT and the synoptic rules-of-thumb may
appear to be completely different. This is not true. The rules-of-
thumb compiled by experienced forecasters focus on those synoptic features
that also produce low Richardson numbers. The low Richardson numbers
are, in turn, aLways associated with CAT. Hence, we see that both the
rules-of-thumb approach and the Richardson number approach should indicate
turbulence in the same regions around the globe.

The computer cai easily be programmed to look at microscale phenomena.
It can calculat Richardson numwers from the upper-air soundings at each
RAOB site. From these Richirdson numbers, it can then diagnose regions
where CAT is likely to occur. However, it is very difficult to program
the computer to recognize macroscale patterns such as converging jets;
hence, synoptic pattern recognition is left to the CAT forecaster.
Lists uf synoptic patterns often associated with CAT complete the
rules-of-thumb models. Both the rules-of-thumb and the computerized
forecast method,; are discussed in detail in this tech note.

'a *
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5 AUTOMATED AIDS

AFGWC has two major automated CAT forecasting computer programs, CATA

and MTWVB. CATA consists of a system of programs that diagnose CAT

based on RAOB data. One portion of CATA uses the Richardson number to

diagnose dynamic instabilities between the surface and 80,000 feet.

Another portion diaqnoses thermal turbulence within the lowest few

thousand feet of the atmosphere. The third portion diagnoses mechanical

turbulence over rough terrain. MTWVB diagnoses and forecasts mountain-

wave turbulence near a specified number of locations over the globe.

CATA is run twice daily on the computer from the 00Z and 12Z RAOB data,

whereas MTWVB i.; run 8 times per day.

Before CATA became operational, CAT forecasters were required to search

manually through hundreds of skew-T graphs to find regions of strong
wind shear with proper stability. The CATA program now does this search

* automatedly. U,;ing this aid, CAT forecasters save about 1 hours each
* day.

5.1 CATA program..

5.1.1 Dynimi.. CAT. CATA calculates Richardson numbers from
rawinsonde wind ai.d iemperature observations. It has relatively good
vertical resIution because it considers both the mandatory and sig-
nificant level.;. It is a diagnostic model that uses only observed data
and cannot make CAT forecasts.

CATA acces e: t,,,, Northern Hemisphere RACB data that have been validated
and stored i:, t , AFCWC data ba:;e. Each RAOB is examined individually
and the fol lowrqj calculations are made.

First, CATA :;Il it; the winds at eact. reported level into the U and V
corrtnnts. :i,:<t , a f iwe-piit filter is used ocm each of the wind

components to smooth unrealistically sharp kinks from the vertical wind
profile. These Kink.; occur when slightly different wind speeds or

direct ions art reported at adjacent mandatory and significant levels.
Experience ha.; hewn that oft-n these kinks are caused by restrictions
impo!;ed on tho ieselution of rported RAOB data (I I m/s speed and 5°

direct inn chanq.), other tian by true wind shears. The problem of
ptrofi le kink!; i particularly acutc when the two levels in question are

l:-s than 100 m apart. Hlence, this filter is designed to smooth closely
spaced levels m,,re !;treiqlv than distant levels.

fi qeneral ,-rm , five weiqht inc values are calculated and applied to
flv, wind value,: to calculate a filtered wind value, Vi . If we denote
ta,ch weight '' ' then

I 'i, h iI + 3 -

re the' i idex I rfer! to() t tno, jth weight, hi and h are the heights

i e e . rr) al-v, ti .urface, and B is the filter bandwidth (B 100 m).

- 13%-



When j is allowed to vary from i-2 to i+2 the resulting five weights
will be inversely proportional to the vertical separation between

reported levels. The filtered value, Vi, can be written

2 2

1 2J = 9=2

An example of the use of these weights follows. If i=3 and we assume
that hi+1  > hi, then

-i -1

= (h 3 -h +B) h2 + B)

=33 W3 = ( h 4 - h3 + B)
- I

W)3 5  
(h5 - h 3 

+ B)-1

If the wind values depicted by the solid line in Figure 5 are to be
filtered, then The filtered V-component wind at h3 is:

w 3 1V 1 + W 3 2V 2 + 013V 3 + w 3 4 V4 + C'35V5

V 3  =
filtered W31 + WJ2 + W 3 3  + G)34 + 1)15

This filter is ;imilarly used on both components of the wind in the RAOB

report. Figure 6 shows the highly peaked variation of weights with
distance from the center point, hi .

After filtering, the vector wind shears (that is, speed and direction
changes) and potential temperature lapse rates are calculated between
each pair of adjacent reported levels. Note, that if temperatures or
winds are missing at one of the levels, then a substitute value is
interpolated from the two closest levels with data. CATA then calculates
a Richardson number for each layer.

Unfortunately, the significant and mandatory levels from RAOB data do
not offer sufficient vertical resolution to apply the Richardson number
criterion of Ri = directly. Even if occasionally there are closely
spaced levels, the filter previously described smooths the winds because
it cannot distinquish between good and erroneous wind shear data.
Consequently, tiue calculated Richardson numbers will rarely be less
than L.

Hence, we assume that within any reported layer there is a chance that a

thinner layer exists having a Richardson number small enough to be
turbulent. Thi,; chance increases as the Richardson number (over the
thicker layer) becomes smaller. The computer thus calculates a prob-

obility of CAT ,wcurrence based on the information in Figure 7. There
is a 100% chanc, of CAT it the whole RAOB layer has a Richardson number
l ss than .

Althouqh tho Pichardsoni number is a proven indicator of CAT occurrence,
there I,; no pro-,ti method in the available literature to estimate CAT

-14-
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Hh 2

hl

V-wind speed component values

Figure 5. An example of the effects of a five-point filter on raw
vertical wind data. Solid line indicates raw wind data and dashed lines
the resulting smoothed wind values.

1/B

1/2B

Q)

-4B -3B -211 -B h. B 2B 3, 4B
Distance .'n bandwidth f-inn the hi point beincO filtered

'iuc6. Fivo-oint fi it(-r weiljhted values as a functior- of diistance
from the central point, hi.



100%

44J

'-4

0

0%
S %0 0.25 10.25

Richardson number

Figure 7. Relationship between the bulk Richardson number, Ri, over a
layer and the probability of turbulence within that layer. This curve
was developed empirically at AFGWC.

Wind Vector wind shear S-I  (kt/1000 feet)
Speed
m/s .0084-.0118 .0118-.0169 .0169-.0338 .0338-.0506 .0506-.0844 .0844---
(kt) (5-7) (7-10) (10-20) (20-30) (30-50) (50+)

20-30 N L L-M M-S S
(40-60)

30-60 L L-M M M-S S S-X
(60-120)

60+ L L-M M M-S S x
(120+)

Figure S. Empirically derived relationship between turbulence intensity
and the wind spOLed and shear. "N" indicates none, "L" is light, "" is

moderate, "S" ib severe, and "X" is extreme turbulence.
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intensity. CATA, therefore, employs the empirical procedures summarized
in Figure 8. That is, CAT intensity increases with wind speed and

particularly with wind shear. The exact values in Figure 8 are based on

recommendations from experienced CAT forecasters at AFGWC.

Such a relation between intensity and winds is seen to be reasonable.

The product of wind speed times wind shear can be related to the change

in mean kinetic energy per unit mass (KE) with height. Using basic

calculus concepts where U is total wind speed, one can write:

U u= d ! UI , KF1Z dz dz ]

After turbulence occurs, wind shears and kinetic energy gradients become

much smaller. Thus, the change in mean wind kinetic energy with height
is a measure of the energy available to produce turbulence.

* Present policy at AFGWC requires a yes-no forecast of moderate or great-

er turbulence. Hence, CATA is designed to output a turbulence forecast
only if both the probability is greater than or equal to 50, and the

intensity is light-moderate or greater. This is equivalent to assuming

a modified critical Richardson number of 5.25.

In summary, CATA produces values of CAT probability and intensity for

every layer in every RAOB sounding. This information is then converted
into a yes-no diagnosis of CAT.

5.1.2 Thermal CAT. Turbulent thermals are assumed to rise from
the surface whenever the surface, poLential temperature is warmer than
the boundary layer air just a)hve it. CATA obtains the surface temper-

ature from the 1:AOB data. CATA assunmes that the boundary layer temper-

ature is iepresented by the temperature at the second reported height
above the surface. All thermia]l CAT is assumed to be of light intensity

only. Thermal (AT i:s diagno.,ed to exist between the surface and the

height where the, environmental potential temperature equals the surface
potential temperature (see t'ig.ure 9).

5.1.3 Mechanical CAT. Mechanical CAT intensity is calculated from

the nomogram in Fiqure 10. 'This nomogrown is defined by the following

equation:

INTENSITY - a x U x R I b

where': U1 i,, the average mountain-top wind speed (m/s)

R is the upwind terrain roughness (m)
a is arn empirical factor (3.0 x 10 - 4 ) s/m

L b is an empirically derived, dimensionless constant
(2.7).

Ti' s nomoqram states that fa;er winds h bowing over rougher terrain
produce turhuL] ,nce ( f grea ter in tl%- i t'.

K _ f '-'



4layer of thermal
)CAT

sfc
Potential temperature

Fiqure 9. A method used to calculate the thickness of a thermal CAT
laver. Reporte, P1OB temperatures indicated by open circles.
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Roughness values for the CONUS are displayed in Figure 11. This rough-
ness is the standard deviation of terrain height (in ft). It was derived
from WAC aviation charts by picking-off the terrain height every 5 miles
along 150-mile long legs. A leg extends from each RAOB station in each
of the eight primary compass directions. The standard deviation for
each leg was then calculated from these heights. (Actually, the rough-
ness values stored in the computer are slightly different than that
displayed in Figure 11. The standard deviations in the computer were
found by weighting the terrain heights inversely as the distance from
the RAOB station. Thus, mountains far away from the RAOB station would
produce less CAT at the station than that produced by closer mountains.)

The CATA routine selects the highest terrain feature within 150 miles
upwind of the RAOB station. The RAOB winds from the surface up to
1000 ft above this maximum height are then averaged together. This
average wind speed is assumed to be the average mountain-top wind used
in Figure 10. The average wind direction is also used to select the
proper upwind roughness. Mechanical CAT is assumed to occur throughout

*the layer from the surface to 1000 feet above the maximum height.

5.1.4 Output products.

5.1.4.1 CATA makes horizontal analyses of CAT from the surface
to 80,000 ft. Four Northern Hemispheric charts are printed, each with a
different range of heights. Runstreams CATONE and CATRE cause the
following chart!; to be printed by CATA:

CATONE: Surface to 16,000 ft
D,,000 to 40,f000 ft

CATRE: 4),000 to 5(,,00( ft
1(,,O10 to 80,000) ft

Each Chart i!; i i-nted on a 1:15 million scale polar-stereographic map of
the Northern lemis[)here. Included on each chart are latitude and
longitude line.-; These runstreams are executed at the following times
every day:

CATONF: 3 , , and 4Z, 167,

CATKE;: 5, 17,""

A ;ample (of the CATA output is included in Appendix B-1.

Not- that t I, F-i ch.irdson numbler approach is used to analyze CAT in
il layer: r,.1 'eted by the RAOP. In addition, thermal and mechanical

UAT a ai I k ,. and 'r int ,d on only the lowest chart (surface to
hl.,, 4X f,,,t ) .

. . A'! \,;ll ie:; t (z cVry RAO1 layer are sorted into
i fi ed 1w,;h f ijrot rvi ,: (;et' Figure 12). If any one InOB scunding

}' a'; me)'r" -n,, layte- in i height interval, then only the most intense
l'T v :ii . s: it,d with that interval. For example, if the RAOB

(La:.I 11w -,.,, vi t:: t iqiit i'AT, one layer of moderate CAT, and two
1/,,. w , '. '" i !etwen 17,00o and 40,000 feet, then CATA output

-2I)-
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indicates that there is moderate CAT in the. 37,000-40,000 foot height
interval at that one RAOB station.

5.1.4.3 Tropical and southern hemispheric RAOBs are also
analyzed by CATA. CAT diagnoses for these stations are listed in tabular
format (see Appendix B-2) rather than being plotud on a map. CAT diag-

noses are listed for 16 layers between the surface and 40,000 feet.

5.2 MTWVB program. MTWVB is a computer program that provides analyses
and 12- and 24-hour forecasts of mountain-wave turbulence. It does not
use the equations of motion to forecast exact air flow over mountains.
Such a computer program would take too long to run operationally.
Instead, MTWVB uses the rules-of-thumb presented by Sorvna;(,n and Beckwith

(1975). A sample of MTWVB output is included in Appendix C.

Sacrifices in physics within MTWVIB were necessary to enable timely
execution of the program. Both the atmospheric stability and the exact
mountain shape are neglected. Basically, MTWVB a:sumes that mountain
waves occur when strong wind; blow over high mountains. Additionally,
turbulence is correlated with other parameters SUch as; surface prossure
difference, 850 mb and 200 o]h temperature gradisnt , maximium winds at

mountai. top and below 500 mb, surface gusts, and I r'..pen ause 1eights and

temperatures :.

The rules-of-tl iLxk trarmmed into MTWVB are sunriari, i r Tall(,s 1-3
and Figures 13 and 14. ']hc criteria in the, tablt.s; are modifications
of Sorenson ard Beckwitl;'.; (1975) proposals. Tle folluwinx) s araqraphs

describe the ua;,ige of thoe;e parameter:; in more detail.

5.2.1 low-lev,,i merintain-wave turul-.'; e. i(lure P) ! hows how
data are selI ct d for each mountain-wave iegon. Certain req ions down-

wind of men: t aMct, s~qe;, are known from experieitc,, to have m,)re mountain-
wave turbulonce tl1, ()ther par ts of the world. Ther,;e rg ions have been
.e] 'Ot d by 1anId and iol I Oct. by hoxc' . At pre:;eit, 1,A nituntain-wave
boxes are being uei.e by tit, computer (me Figure 1) .

For each box, It pritciy and alternate pair of surface observation stations
have been s-leced.,oit, pair has ati upwind and a downwind station.

Surface press,;ure difference:-, acro!;s the mountain r.inge are obtained from
these stat itt pa ir,;. Surface gust data are also obtained from the two
downwi nd station;

Al.o ;u)erImpo. i (it thi; ptitur , is Is sketched in Fiqure 1'5, are four
coarse-mesh (Iri 1 poit.;. The entite array of thcc points (set, the

AI';W(C ;rids Tel' Note 7,)-tW_3) 'ov, rs much of the 'rN rthern and Southern
ilemi spli~er;; . Atl/ayz.-d 'tItd rn(,tipti foi(ca:it fi e d!; of meteoroloqical
v, r ibiii ;; (wtnd ,:v id , t-mltitv urues, humiditie:) ,ire stored (remembered)
-it cach of h,.' .Irid point po i tions for 'a (,f the mandatory pressure

IVOS. eov oath bIx, Pho eoury clo-er;, g c rid poirit: (numbered 1, 2, 3,
and 4 in thi-; s k, tci) t-wW, loet seleced 1y ihanc;.

T n'F-" ' it 1 1, ii t 'i O!' :;;tld ini )0ac',I of mts!;ta' st .,,' :I t ions

I 't : , ': ,i I i tetro (Tt-,; ac-ro!; the, m o I tn 1 til r ng. (rid-

I ut ,l -11 , . , , >1 by ih. computot to let H',() rib ) emIp(,-,atlre
di f ' ,';,:; , i iri o ;, .' nii tempra rti te, (ir'adi,'ttt;, mo tirt* in-to

: auth , 'Ut'( T, w.li , 11i *1 atse I. lght: anad I eomj ral t ture ;. Al!;o,
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THigh-levellevel tt MODERATE SEVERE

LIGHT

MODERATE LIGHT MODERATE

SEVERE MODERATE SEVERE

Mid-level turbulence value

Table 2. Mid-level mountain-wave turbulence values based on low-level
considerations. Relationship was established empirically at AFGWC for

heavy aircraft.

Turbulence High-level clear air turbulence
intensity +/-5000 feet of tropopause

MODERATE SEVERE

Tropopause MODERATE SEVERE
height and from Figure 14 From Figure 1

temperature

STemperature
gradient at < 5*8/120 nm >, 5*C/120 nm
200 mb

Table 3. Criteria for high-level mountain-wave turbulence. Values were

determined empirically at AFGWC for heavy aircraft.
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Figure 14. Hiqh-level turbulence intensity as a function of tropopause

height and temperature. Data from Sorenson and Beckwith (1975).
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when available, half-mesh grid points are used instead of coarse-mesh
grid points.

Unfortunately, the grid points are not always aligned parallel or per-
pendicular to the ridge line, and sometimes no one grid point lies
within the box. The best grid points to use for each box have been
subjectively selected. Refer to the sketch again as an example: grid
point one (GPl) may be selected to represent the best conditions inside
of the box, GPl with GP2 may be used for along-the-ridge conditions, while
GPI with GP3 (or GPl with GP4) may be used for across-the-ridge conditions.

The mandatory pressure level that best represents conditions at mountain
top is an arbitrary choice. At present, the lowest mandatory level
above the mountain top is used, this choice is partially subjective.
The levels used for each box are summarized in Table 4, along with the
average ridge heights.

Now, back to the computer routine. First, the computer checks whether
the component of the mountain top wind that crosses the ridge within a
small range of angles (see Table 4 for list of wind directions) is
greater than or equal to 25 knots. If this condition is not satisfied

•r then no turbulence is predicted at any level for that box.

If this condition is satisfied, the computer goes on to consider the
other parameters in Table 1. The maximum wind speed below 500 mb and
the positive sea-level pressure difference across the mountain range
(see Figure 13) are considered2 . A positive pressure difference means
that the upwind pressure is greater than the downwind pressure. This
pressure difference can be obtained from either the surface station
observations or from grid-point fields. Empirical correction factors
(see Table 4) are added to the surface station pressure differences
before Figure 13 is used.

MTWVB also considers the absolute values of the 850 mib temperature
differences across and along the mountain range. Finally, it looks at
gust data at the surface stations on the lee side of the range.

The four parameters (.P, >r, AT/AX, gusts) may predict different values
of turbulence intensity for any one box. The maximum value is used.
Next, this maximum value is increased one turbulence degree (for example
from mcd.rate to severe) if the maximum winds below 500 mb are greater
than 50 knots. The resulting intensity is assumed to apply to a region
over the mountain-wave box from the surface to 5000 ft above the surface
(AqI ".

b.2.2 lligh-level mountain-wave turbulence. Next, tile computer
finds the turbulence intensity in the high-level part of the mountain-

1. o T .ne "rcount , n top" id "averagre rJdg'. i it avt the" same
t ielq in this: note.

. , ,t lw a eX -sac cept [il wi VS di r ,( iei V (see 'i! It, 4) For
t , ox. , i !11,l_ nt d '_ t i% . 'i ale u!; ,t ; tlilt i: , t ,he

',t ;lUt:,' v , a. t i i e1 i: 'l ur' 1 3.

1- - '



7.
ACCEPTABLE WIND LOWEST PRESSURE

DIRECTIONS MANDATORY AVERAGE DIFFERENTIAL

BOX (DEGREES FROM PRESSURE HEIGHT OF ADJUSTMENT

NUM THE NORTH) LEVEL (MB) RIDGE (FT) FACTOR

1 250 - 270 - 290 700 7,000 +4

2 250 - 270 - 290 700 6,500 +4

3 ALL 700 7,000 +4

4 240 - 250 - 290 700 10,000 +4

5 240 - 250 - 270 700 11,000 +2

6 All 700 7,000 +1

7 220 - 250 - 290 700 8,000 -3

8 250 - 280 - 330 700 10,000 +3

9 250 - 270 - 290 700 11,000 -1

10 ALL 700 8,000 0

11 220 - 270 - 290 700 7,000 -1

12 270 700 8,000 +4

* 13 270 700 10,000 0

14 270 700 10,500 -4

15 260 - 280 - 310 700 10,000 -4

16 ALL 700 11,000 0
17 250 - 270 - 290 700 8,500 +3

18 250 - 270 - 290 700 i1,000 0

19 220 700 7,000 +1

20 220 850 2,000 +1

21 240 - 280 - 290 850 3,000 -4

22 260 - 290 850 2, 000 -1
23 20 850 4,000 n

24 -20 700 8,000 0

25 210 220 230 700 10,000 -4

26 220 700 0,0 -4

27 . 0 500 12, +1

28 220- 230- 240 500 13,500 -4

29 340 700 6, 500 -4

30 330 - 350 - 010 700 8,000) 0

31 360 700 8 000 +4

32 310 - 330 700 10,000 +3
33 250 - "70 - 290 700 10,000 -8

34 340 700 6,000 0

35 330 850 5,000 -4

36 -:30 850 5,000 0

37 290 700 6,000 -1

3R 270 850 2,000 +2
39 '40 700 P,500 0

40 200 700 8,000 0

41 320 - 330 700 6,000 -4

42 330 - 340 - 350 700 9,000 -1

43 300 700 10, 000 +5

240 - 250 850 3,000 +3

45 330 - 34n 850 5,000 +1

7(0 7fO0 (, 000 +1

.i 200 85( 500 +2
31P00 50 ow00 0

,j lr;o i0 - 300 700 10,000 0

3alf 4. 'A4 ,u, ii- , ata associatod with 49 spec ific mountain-wave
t'irbul enc reqi n . Sc yqkir(l. 16 for the location of each numered6 box.

-3.-



wave box. High-level turbulence is assumed to exist within 0'MI( feet

above and below the tropopause. If moderate or severe low-levl turbulence

is expected, then moderate high-level turbulence is automatically assumed

to exist (see Table 3). In addition, if either the maximum temperature

gradient at 200 mb is greater than 2.50C/60 nm or if t tropo:ausc

height and temperature for any one of the four grid points associared

with a box lies within the shaded area of Figure 14, then severe upper-

level turbulence is expected.

5.2.3 Mid-level mountain-wave turbulence. Pinally, the mid-level
turbulence intensity is found using Table 2. Orco, the low-level turbulence

intensity (leftmost column) and the high-level turbulence, intensity (top
row) are determined, a mid-level turbulence intensity is assigns-d to this

region between the low and hiqt levels.

It is interesting to note that the following predictions wil' always

occur based on the logic just presented:

If the low-level turbulence is MV?,
then the high-level will always he at least MDT,
and the mid-level will always be I.

• If tlh o low-level turbulence is Svi-,

toen the hnigh- level will alwayis be at Least MDT,
and the mid-lovel will always be M-.

A.,Lso, note tlrat sore mouii-ain ranges are so hi(jgh that the moiintain-top
wind; a,, t aken from tho, 5o0 mh pressure level (see Table 4). For theoc
cse, th mncr ntaii; tnp winds tliat are printel out by the computer are

eji'il to :,0 a ii:, winds be low 500 mb, which are also !rinted.

,tcio u heli' igh t is In cutatcri f nor the tropi', ause !c ght.;
,it- the four (:ii {i ; rearest the box. i{cntc thi ; averaqe value may
dii , f' t' r.. , -, :; , ci jht ,4ecte i at , s close:;t to 1te

:; ai-d a ( o n 14grc i .

C. TC P P Ph i e .v insq the subject of AT forecastin c aids
thi ATB o',,tr ram inhoold IX' mntioned riefl. This program was
maule'f' , u; implemented at AF(WC. Itso purpose was to
for as' , ra t! r t a n 'e<,, 'CAT.

P,;l y (,' o da ,s, ,T' fr)m the macroscale Forecast fields
wind al! t.ci.r . '' tically, tle sam, physics hould hold

wth t-her onr rom foreca.-7t fields or from observed (RAOP)
fi id:;. liovo-r, e ror< is fi Lds at AFWC Ihavu a resolution too

S1 s ical' phcnone:.,:uclh as "A"' . Also, the forecast
elds ap,,r - out h as Ihe forecast progress:-. Thus,
o CA' fo',. -r t- . '; TP ar,. of insuff1 cioit quality to



6 OPERATIONAL CAT FORECASTING BASED ON MODEL (OUTPUT AND OTHER INPORMIAT ION

CAT may occur in any of the following situations:

Areas of Thermal Advectior

Cold-air Advection

Warm-air Advert ion
Rapid Surface C.yclogenesis
Outflow Area of Cold Digging Jet

Areas of Considerable Vertical Directional Shear

Tilted Trough
Tilted Ridge

Confluent Jet Streams

Sharp) !,idge
Areas of Conzsidierable Horizontal Directional and/or Speed2( Shear

Sharp Anticyclonic Curvature
Development of Cutoff Low

Di fluo nt Upper Flow
Areas near Mountains
Areas in thle Stratosphere

6.1 Thermal advection.

6. 1. 1 Culd-aii adivect ion. CAT fxteout-ntly occur,; ill rQ I (45 of

incre-asing thermial qradients, as best illustrate--d I v cold-air adve.(,j oj
in longj- and short-wave troughis. F'igure, 17 shows exampir - of CAT fore-
ca!3t; associated withi cold advection in an upper-air trugs. Th'le honl-
zontal temperaf-toe gradients ar;sociated with the jet front in the middI"-

troposphere are clearly depicted. At 3003 mb, there is normnally at,
absense of cold-al r tdvc tiori so a careful. analvsi:s of the 29(' TJ h. ight
and temperature Fieldi , ecessary. To foreca-st. CAT asociated with
cold-air -idver-ti on, Sor~in! on and B~eckwith (1971i) suMOgest that a :stroriq
temperature gradient of 5 ( /120 nm at 2100 nib shouldi exi:3t with one of
tIl it' ollow~n frio F ca i

Speed of t rcrugii movemnrt ot at least 25 knots

A st ron,-i tsoriw- al wind shIear of at le ast 40 knots/l 20 no in the
recTonl of i.Ire\';i (edsthorms.

i, winc oT-..i kii.at er t liiri 65 k:not~s normalI to the recion of

A %-ar x: . i iii It 1 it I cart Isin a region of closely packed

Tni'o mh, 1,il i I Ia vo'i data may Clearly dJepict lihe cold-air
.rcnntn01 and D~ckw ith I S),CAT is explected

~ h~ '- I t mlo tempera trcf i ld (xceeds; t he ampl1i tude
V ~ ~ ' 'D iiD Faictor of two, (thus each 110i mil iso-

5; e- I wn f,5 ml, he ighit Contours, with -Ii t rough speed

''ll,1 fields, canl he, used, to i dent i fy shlort

wa' ~ ~ ~ , itecr to thUis advert- ion. CA\T i afyasti
I-f ~ok i rig jis;t ala-ail e-t tiht tkerperatur(e

tg -- V1'pstiv vont ici t I d'-, tic, a?1, i nd i c
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ative of development and can he used to approximate the future region of
cold-air advect ion (see Figure 18). The vertical placement of CAT
varies with the wind speed, the height of the tropofpauso-, and the synop-

tic situation. Normally, moderate turbulence should be forecast from

the height whore sufficient vertical shear associated withi the cold
advection is found to 2,000 feet above the tropopause in cyclone-scale

waves. Figure 19 is an example of a CAT forecast in lonq-wave c-old-air
advect ion.

Severe CAT may be forecast for cases of very strongj cold-advection
(S0C/ 120 nm) in mountainous regions where large values of vertical
shear exist witli other turbulerice producing mechanisms. CAT will
normally continue as long as siqnificant cold-air advection exists.

Sorenson and fieckviti (1975) pointed out that low-level cold advoction

under a ridge tends to increas;e the vertical shear and probability of
*CAT. FioTure 20 shows an example of CAT near the jet. stream core in an

upper-level ridyoe with low-level cold advection at the 850 mb and 700 mb
levels.

6. 1. 1 . I Shiort-wave rouqili; . CAT T ,. 'ru)al&I1 whet) a

shoit -wave tins lh accompanied b)y a sharp thermal crotiqh moveI; enit

rap idly ahead of a deepe;i nq t rough. V igure ." Civ r AT -aii he

o-Xj"e! ted Wfl'T Ll a 0ort -wave, i-rough moves through o vipt tern.

Ilpk is l'7(I qu~tsthat the major axis; Of ,, .. :tareas

,;hould bve app1rox imately ( Oa nlnt, ientere Itt ti )t

tlr "'Ore n ''!ot Of tie trouqii line.

14 ~ cl 1,; '' t tlxi~aec:\l from ,,n,. a ejn: to
0.. 1 tl~e <l'01P01 3su. ThIort -WCIv. t Iiy I Iny-

tire in th, 1 wi arll CAl ca-n oMcur a;; low ao Sq t, , .

Icr ~ ~ 1I 1cs;, iV~;._ aindi vorticity 1Tk_1t,:l4 p (> el n-

es W( 1

trotiqli III I l' 1 i t 'l e1 Vioiire 2.1 -It, ; . 1 t I it (f

poten t iai t11 1 "In.. PluI 11-t I ( 1,",P) i t ed t ha t t-il, lam , , ,Ii-.:i

wi ndl f-l ur noi o he I-Aso of theO tinou(Jh, where t ho 1 e,,t ion of
flow ch'o m'are indicat ive Stl MTIait t (4f v-ert ical
I'eot ionl. I 1tI 4 To t;iire freqjuently touul inl thk', area;;.

1 he t; vI Widl' :hi 13 30 ccordinq to the thiermal wi nd o(Iuat ion,
hirolio-timeal toi 16.. Lh3o~o iermal gradien-i Tlh's(. onkit ions

.110 ce1iVix' t'i thilti l!Iii of thle sha] low :talble laesand coin-

etiolent lai(,: I' ofw1ni i is a.-)ciated with CAT. ' ;1- traili liki edgeI of
fiji-tr, l i m i 01toil foun11d to ieP at the dXi If 4 thermal trough
,;Oli'WWImAt t,1 :.. ,11 m _ H' IC ' Mianr-i q -ontour tlm-l(tih. OnTe -;iruI d for--

m a . W I o l t I i I1 I t (o 1 W I. j I e r t O 0 1 3 0 d ( .1 t( 1 - e 1 ti C ' th id ; t u r n

knit .; vi treat or thavi: 12 dloui-sO.l' :t
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*4

max wind core 0

I iquruo 18. A pos~sible CAT forecast associated with considerable positive
vorticity advection (PVA) at 500 mb. Open circles indicate area of

possible CAT and dashed lines a vorticity maximumn.



a. Early stage.
Potential iS greatest
between surface wave cre t/
triple point andl upper\
level thermal trough.*
This holds f or all--
stages, Vertical N

extent of maximum
potential is middle
troposphere (20,000
to 27,000 feet).

b. Mature stage.
Vertical extent of
maximum potential is
15,000 to 301000 feet
Area is in cold air
behind cold front.

C OccI nded !ltaqe. 
00

Poftenft ia~l v.'ik en!; with i
Upper- ai r trou('h ,

hmwc, Wad CII for

reit(ron t-

ire19.T~ih~IhIL' '~d(li Ii WS~id( WItjCVAII(-;cieadvection,

a f .er Sor enso n i 1 1 '1 I I ri' i n c:a he i qhit COr ( fLI r , da Ih(Id I l -i

are isotherm;, a rrow,- :idiate tho jet !t ream 7ore-, and op(en circils;
potei '-iaI turbtilence.
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*~ C\

core

Figure 20. Severe CAT associated with low-level cold advection at 700

nl under a ridge. Example taken from Sorenson and Beckwith (1975).



Potential is greatest ahead of and near thie thermal trough.
Turbulence areas move with short waves and change intensities as waves

* do. Vorticity forecasts predict intensities well. Vertical extent
of maximum potential is middle troposphere (18,000 to 27,000 feet).

//
I0

Short wave troughs may he found anywhierc in the, flow. one area of
interest is the, rear of cutoff lows. Area merge-; withi precedinq
area a ; thorna] trouq] s combine.

Fijure 21 . 'ThrlkuJonr-o potential (open ci rc]les) of short -wave cold-air

adveetion, from Soren: on (1964).



Z+3 20 m

* +240 m

Z+360 mn

Figure 22. Turbulence potential (open circles) in a sharp trough at 300
mb. Example from Burnett (1970).
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6.1.2 Warmn-air advection . Warm-a r 0)(vt VOKt 10 (),1 11 1 h icIu

horizontal temperature gradients, thoucj1 th ii;chr i i; weaker it-,

short waves arid may be overlooked whenl _-old ai r idy. I- I: ;Ii nearb~y.

Adjacent to the tropopause, however, tli v'f ,;ttl:'4 jrrr-air advecti,n

with anticyclonic accelerat ions and tlU ht a :0nr: z nt al ,;peed ltr

make an effective combination for turhulerct poI~keltial !:oe Pi oure .,).

Sorenson and Be( kwith (11)7',) showfod t hat CT" , ; xTi~oar ani II o 1-

cyclonically curved jet stream-, core in the vici;nll of a warm frnnt wher.

the wind speed at the _jet 2 troant care I, cro.ai Y .. k jot 2) t noe

850 nib temperature gradient is o;r iattr I-1an ~ >, trt. ire

low- level ConVeyuO it wi nd2) acrof2- 11,f f l()l It 0

Hopkins W 1'6) t,'al2(1Val tl, h XI' r, I '*~A t:

wa rm- a ir & iVeCto'I:. I I t 11 IF or~ e' 'v ~ IIIv t. . r~ -i JoUt

th le r idqe ax ii 2)21 I (J:rt)o :

jet fl ream co(-re t10 i2i ",w .'oar. I.......iditc 1.,- A

*forecan;t arca ;, ilk x, !!, %' * 1- 1( .ii v for I, -,hI al). ar-,(i

beow the mnaxi r'jc':.o,. rii' 'n

Mo,- . fIt 1 ! 11 *. r. , "I

ro and w:1 ci a

i~~ i IA O i ' I 1 12 found

I Vmtl L, 1-(. Wr 1! I I '1 w i t2 h i-

in a:~ Y1 1t 1 7('i e, c-,f t 1,

f IlIow;:I

'1r'Pt Ir

I IM.'d in .,i W '

a(.(.0' -y(- IJI I2 It II B o C

Matatl I r a-fr,) - 'PtI:,Mv''t
It 'V1() I.-I C ia, '* . i ly

it i~l, Cf it, j 'it I lo{i t 'l la ll i ~ ~'ef t-
.: r. am c, r iuI I1'- -I ii. c'1 It c) I li I C~

vii-ce If e: it cam lo ,n t o,< -'t 2.r,tins

purnnc.r lJ-'w I c pril ) '11 ).1 -ur With it !pCct
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0 00
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a. Eariy stage. Potential is greatest ahead of thermal ridge,
this holds for all stages. Vertical extent of maximum potential
is 25,C0 to 33,000 feet, the upper troposphere. Turbulence
potentia1 may be slight at this stage.

0 1

0

b. Ma e stage (1). Vertical extent of maximum potential is
25,000 o 40,000 feet. It may merge with the next case, but
is most intense in sharp dynamic ridges. Note that the thermal
ridge my lie just ahead of the occlusion so that the potential
area is, closer to the fronts. Potential decreases as this system
occlude I .

iqure 24. p'Iirl,olr- ,tential (open circles) of cyclone-scale warm-
air advectiln. Fxampk, from Snron ;on (1()C4).

II 2
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0 sconaryjet stream -&1Cta 00, 0,, 0 jet3treaAW(

0 s a

o2eoooooouolo000
00

polar jet stream core

Fiqure 25. CAT forecast area associated with rapid surface cyclogenesis.

Example from Rammer (1973).
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The extent Ind intensity of CAT associated with ;urfac:- o 70:eruics is

directly related to the rate of cyljss . cdrro~. usually

forecast with systems that are expected to deepen at a raeof I mb/hr

and moderate to occasional severe CAT i5 usually forecast withi s-ystems

that are expected to deepen at a rate of greater thian I lorwith wi.ld
speeds greater than 140 knots. The intensity of tliil A iT sise! depends

on the proximity of mountains, the strength of the je.t 7t-ie-,m core, and
the degree of amplification and curvature of thte downstreams ridge. 11,
most cases, the CAT forecast area should extend vertically; from abo-ut

2,000 feet above to 6,000 feet below the tropopainse in the area orlowni J n

Figures 25 and 26. Greater thicknesses (surfact, to 2,0feet ab-ove the-

t ropopause) have beer. ohboerved in the lee o~f t;,,,ci ' 7(sunta iT-,

6.1.4 o)uti low area! -t a cold dig-irn _jet. wi 'cu withl a

very hiqh probal ii it v in to,< outtIlo w area of a% col] j iio ta .tream

core to tlil rea- ( f ial uj or r reuc:Ii b otflo area or t h ban k Id

of a trough i:; tie area 1tweei thie w odaxiTmut ra 1the tiuI rOUin(lt

where the instantano.us wind on a nojriLzontai pl an T ~~ igure 27
*shows where CAT occurs; with respecrt to thc wind field i tllc nltfltw

area. Cold-a it advertiser nor the warm ridge til v. ae rtical

lapse rate mrakiz,, tile atopee aialy on 3 e icd ieccel-
* ~oration (I arc- irinunts of kirti eiclots'; rap; dl', t -zer o othe

I-eorm s of ,rrlI( I! (,I a' a I: !stahil-i VV il )11, o fl -,, ' ~ CjU;c5.

wides read a'xl'n

'h docree.; iiw ;( 1,, I oi t- c as ut stre~i :.rs rii(Lti, i~re

i.rt iuna-L to" th 4xt( nt 'inO ;C ~T; t of th 1I a t

IstI a 40 k'ot (C'rl asl of win~d pto ed it Iwr

r zaxn u irs ture antit 1/ Y t a
t l ''$o -,nshow tooat itI t115-(- i!L,;

pooli f at i it-C- kno twoLw ( I e j(-. tr s1m a

ttolll;!, arnd I 1 . 11; - t rkan' C . t 1 i . 1 1 '

II ! ty o or ttiOi(' ii.

proC iVP 1) aoL i rec t jO in

th. I ,' J r f,~ t: tr Tr 'iett tOn'

' I, .CA i a should (,-: ,, I eT M t I I ;C, :1 ;ix n ' 11,:

of, 1 1)t q il 1- 116 .01 Te c' te In I to r-a I i 2-.. a

ir, Uis Ort I in c l V,- ,t i -a, h

(I -u1; xtel( U r r eii e Le at 1 )0 1 a

'a'' ;'I. (Tr f- t i "r ~ aL iI I lm Ito Ii I 5 tit.-t

mr~me c V mot eut aex ft

In, r at ;,)s cit It T., rtaisIianalr' I tar1Ie,-

* wt' urat'~in ' :n~shl ' id tei"''''1 015riet i

in'l moe r--eri

Ii~~ ~ i asc t' I' ' t ' is
1, I'W ''' ' 'I'; 'a
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Figure 28. CAT (open c i rcIes) in t- I t (- r; df;e and t I 011t h p t(;Iri at 300
mb, after Sorenson (1964)
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is tilted toward the south with increasing altitude. Occurrence of jet
stream winds 75 knots or greater may be used to define an area of

potential moderate turbulence. Though not a frequent pattern, it

usually produces turbulence for a day or two.

6.2.1 Tilted troughs. Tilted troughs usually occur when the cut-

off low is pulling out, moving northeastward. Often, the trough moves

out faster at lower levels causing this tilt. This feature often occurs

with warm-air advection in the ridge near the col (s;outh jet branch).
Turbulence occurs near the col in both cases so the predominant cause
may be hard to pinpoint. If turbulence is at middle or high levels in

the southerly jet stream, warm-air advection is the likely cause.
Tilted trough turbulence usually occurs at middle levels (from 22,000 to
35,000 feet) in the nearby col area (see Figure 29). This may be the
most common cause of col turbulence. Turbulence intensity is directly
proportional to wind speed and vertical directional shear and can reach
moderate/occasional severe intensities.

6.2.2 Tilted ridge. Dynamic folding ridges lag at higher levels
(such as near the tropopause), so that the low-level jet flow lies under
the trough line. The highest potential for turbulence is north of the
trough from 27,000 to 40,000 feet (see Figure 30). Moderate CAT is
normally forecast for this situation, which occurs rarely.

6.2.3 Confluent jet streams. When two confluent jet stream cores
are within 300 nm of each other, there is a high probability of CAT in
the confluent zone between the two jet stream cores.

Because the northern jet stream core is associated witi, colder temper-

ature and thus a lower altitude than the southern jet stream core, it

will often cut underneath the southern jet stream. The result is an
increase in static stability and strong vertical directional and speed

shears in the coni itient zone. Also, in the confserice zone a rapid

backing of the wind with height is observed between the levels of the

two jet s;tream cores.

In Figure 31, Sorenson (1964) shows that CAT is most likely to occur in
the confluent zone between the two jet stream cores from a point where
the jet :streur cocres approach within 50 latitude of each other to where

the jet stream cotes hegin to diverge. Vertically, CAT is forecast to
occur between tlie heights ot the two let stream cores, normally from
2',000 feet to 7 ,C,00 feet.

CAT associated with subtropical jet stream interaction nornally occurs
above 30,00f fet and is fairly difficult to forecast. Because sub-

tropical jet streams are gradient induced, one should look for the
decpeninq of a WO(0 mb trough at low latitudes (equatorward of 300).

Mode rate (:AT is foreca:t for most confluent jet stream cases. However,
wheon jot ;ti(m cfi of approxi mately 120 knot!s or gloater approach at
at a]nol]e r;r, itey th,an 41, forecast rnodeciate wi t occasionally severe

Ill huleu*, f( I til iocri d when the K) knot i ;o tach of the .orthern jet

*,tream ror, pa:;::,-.; isdy tlie s;ostherj )r n 4 trean core. llormlally, this

;ituatiron wi l 11 r;J; for Iliprnx>imatoly .' .ix h r

;i ,s.2o.wi i .]nr ri , . , ui i, H] i t coI l ds d I i at t url,u enee ii

L I



Lower level

Figure 30. Turbulence potential (open circles) in tilted ridges. Dynamic

folding ridges lag at higher levels (tropopause), so that low-level jet

flow lies under trough line. Highest potential is north of L-rough and

27,000 to 40,000 feet. Potential may be slight. Example from Sorenson

(1964).

.-0

0 5 degrees
jet stream lat itudere

igure 31. T r c 1 entia (oe re d wrtg sf t t Drams,

aftor Sorenon (194).



sharp ridges is neither widespread nor often long lasting. Winds here
cannot be geostrophic due to the strong positive effect of the Coriolis
force. The feature may be tilted with thermal ridging displaced from
the contours and the ridge axis may vary greatly in the vertical (see
Figure 32). All these factors may combine to produce turbulence. Winds
are relatively light (50 kts or greater for moderate CAT); however,
reports do occur but are rather uncommon. Gienerally, forecast moderate

CAT from 25,000 to 33,000 feet.

6.3 Areas of considerable horizontal shear.

6.3.1 Sharp anticyclonic curvature. A study 1), Binding (19,5) of
CAT observations over the North Atlantic shows that o1' of the moderate
or greater CAT reports were associated with anticyclonically curved jet

stream cores compared with 27% associated with ;har trougls.

Studies by Endlich (1964) and Sorenson and Beckwith (19 5) show thait C:AT

is more likely to occur to the north of the jet stream core in the
* region of stronq cyclonic horizontal shear. If a change in wind direc-

tion of at least 15°/120 nm occurs near the jet stream core (Sorenson
and Beckwith, 1075) ,i horizontal speed shearing over 2. knots per
degree latitude Oxi t!: in a large-amplitude ridge, (AT siould 1he fort-
cast in the region of sifirjpest anticyclonic curvature.

These areas of s;tronq horizontal directional or speed shear can be
easily detected using satllite imagery and upper-level j3;otach analyses
and forecasts. it (an be shown, based en dynamics, that horizontal

wind shear (reater than 2 knots per degree latitude at middle latitudes
is sufficient to ge-n rate large transverse waves tha! areI best observed
when transverse 1ldi :i (herringbone cloud patteirn) is noten on satellite
imagery. Thii,5 cosc'llt si!s best applie-d :;ou h o. the 4ot axis whee
strong anticyc Inic herizesnta] :;sh,.ai oxi!:ts and :;hiqht1 y north of the

jet stream ci)r, .- r !;otrong evclonic I )r i zn'o a. oe,, fxi st s . These
large waves all- ri -alsy exp,,nd and compress the iltat :,.on- at the tropo-
pause, and in ts!,, process amplify oxi sting turbi -,-c .

Hopkins (]1'76) s 1,iate; that the CAT forecast area a.'sociated with a sharp
upper-level ridic i,. shifted ;1ightlv to the north of tih iet stream
core and to t-he dowristruam side (1f the ridge axis (iee Fiqaore 33).
Normally, foreca:;t moderate CAT 2,(100 feet above the troopause to 6,000

feet below tie t rpcpaus:,, when 1I) to 140 knot wi nds wi th horizontal
shear of 25 to ';( knot: peir degree latititde arc .xplected in a sharp
anticyclonic ridge. 0 srecao t moderate with occa;ionally seveie turbulence

when strong winds in excess; of 14) knots; and horizontal !-hears greater
than 50 knots eor degree ]atitude exi!;t in a sharply turning ridge. In
,1n1 case, look tor ,;trong wind maxima entering sharp ridleo

(Al n , ]0:' ur in strong tr sct',s where there is considrahle anti-
c/lor ic ,oit, ohear (t:0_2e Figure i.;). CAT (can oe zather intense

lilt i, tciii I.' irt lived (around six hours dirrtion) and uncoMMon.

1,,()k for ,.t :;t 1,.m 1 axima c im)i i into c;tron(; ridge pi ten arid the
ri,,ult inq :o of ,101 ,11  Icyclonic turninq arid traIsyne Iandi 11f.

11a11 liii ii c ltieia je" ~ilkt .,tieknp; I a oll 'l- owr piroducer of
CAT.lis-:. "r li, sly 'jy ti.il'V o lut prac i cally impossible

t f srf, - s i ; te irti(uc r ,, loud(4 for ait it"'Cliu 1.i l] arved
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jet stream's cirrus shield::. At Li men, trou::.VcT!S I B:I V5 wI he ap-

parent and depict exactly whero th r.'A> (; "X 1ts -:> K , i : rilb anal-

yses, look for deep troughs that reac:h equatorward of ii"'. Te AF(;WC

250 mb maximum wind analysis wil I]lnpoiflt lit:'- I .;tIm aid vividly

depict their curvature (ste Fii urc . T here 1! 1 o5 t i y/ no iccllat,

upper-air forucast tool for. 1st i ttudet , ',ua of war(l ( 'K) , t for( c-a!t er
mu!-t1 ma in ta in f o r ,cas t cos it i n ui ty I :S 1 1 ;,f t i C .i ti 2, FK 1 "' and ( 1 i ",1-) 0 ml,

isoitach analyses siqnal the end of tUrI IIfnlCe' EjOthlt itil. *,Orinal11y, it

will take approximately 90 knots (,I ,,I!)d Arnu 'ufficiert anticyclonic

curvature (greateor than IL P/i 20 iiutti In produc, rn. docatu' or (Treater

turhulencoI in sitrop i cal jet s trtjms. Sov r(- t nil,,il-nce associated

with shari, anticyclonir cal: r> icA 'l etsta': Sr..

6 .3 2 y'LfMent o~f <Qf! l'~w. iT-:! L. I' ve51 m(-t. of an

ulpper-i el lo KF w T P'. nO 1(- AT uf Ij . ii tfit zones of

conf rn elt c I, f I ij-it O- o w l- AO ttl n x l . d if!(

larije wird( a In" 'he lI -,; ''~i iS t p ir's ::I 1

difluen t Is',. apA r ,qid ccolleratio~n : n 'h( -:it iklI K.. if(,I "

(1976) ter tivit afT -- the. cutnfl low fIcrli j! ~:'c.F
expect"ec it tnr4);-'or o the !.- '5 ' : Sl

yst- and fore( iv t- and t ;i. ;itua t ini, Wi.1 ';.. *' : is, ai

an.i1~ y- . i (an 11 1-'( ' 1 S i II Ii iT'i t;IC Ir l~a ysi . Fu il :'s. Qs '

rs er CAT'r"','nftaj ICS0

heloW th, tri r-01 '1 J. C

AT iia a I -,o.'>.IT

CAT can L,- **CC I-El I-.

at'' ;1' tt0 t",t

tiC dr t' I ,- i j I i

witli

f~ t5 S ti lT

Q P I fc'tit

*~~i * 7 - '*1 , iri
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c as tinQ MOLunta I i-wave t urlbulIence I, ave eec ii l. &orpor i ,e i. ( LtiO MTWVB

computer prouiraol. T'it ClPT forecastier can tcr-u. . prtiducte'. If tile
MTWB products are uissinq, theic CAT? forecaster cart manually prod(uce

similar forecal; t :is i q tlhe samc-a~ and fl gre;. is in :Section 5. 2 of

this memo. Coume idditional pointers art, doscriled e w

Montain-wave, tI1 ileiioc( i', often z:stci atod wi tliI -Ii,;(i ,

wind componient zmoron I to a ridcle line -It- the mo Gti~tl io 1 (,vlevI

wind condit joi.; soift tci emt to caus, (WIF vary wi1th. tesp I 0 si opo-
graphy. Generally, wiiris of 35 knots or more crss.;!c;' 't' line

within 3n00 of nrinal are necess-ary tor most mourtaii, ranqes except

the Denver area where niy '25 knots,, are nieeded. IT, Saou;; ;1ln c be east-
emn U.S. (Appal achi an ranges) 40 knots or morm_ irtei qu,- e- at miountaiit-
top. Sorenson (17)states that the o r~ and oxteriit t r-ouftail-

wave activity ar(c qjreator in the lf-( ni ridcpt- il. iC; Ife f

isolatad peaiks. The shaji( c,' the ri~tel ';(A e; ;)( o,(f mo-u~nt-

ain passes are tlhouoht LOifuneti1 C' i Cal:1 1. C101C ca)cty (of aI

* mountain barrier.

Accordi nq to Geleonson c-1 97), u t :j 2F5 'knots

* ~~~arnd reports (-t er ese.:ra fail no anidlv :Li as

)r (c,(d iditr;of the ex;lne s_..'T 1,al c'''e' ,

riot re nt;: ''i Lai ur' ot ;t~ i:, ca . Sae

r tau 5,01a ue(110i

Ie t cl 1 ct 'u" 1 (1 t r te q i m wn -I~ ee Atz

85(1'( ohv 1710k th'1,a W-: Ait~ tieti h

Tin; accrc tati. ;i .ic ! iii ,anqe.

1c or 1c 1 1 I"C - t : I(;:1!" j( :j; , ( ,v 1

1t ;l -wav'' 'a Qd:3 V1 "1 -T-os

ilT V (rko oveaenor, t- can reon SI

xI I ( 11. 111 1. t ~ r- a j 11 m it

0 ~~~ ali Lhnl I tim i '' utbulence whenl
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ridge line

0

jet tream core 00

Fiiqure 39. Normal forecast area associated with mountain wave. Example
fron Hopkins (197(). (pen circles indicate CAT area.
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The tropopause height i.,. above 250 mb.

Pilot reports of at least light- to moderate intensity isre received

from hedvy aircraft.

Mountain-wave intensity is computed by the MTWIV output 1r,'r y manual

means. Normally, forecast severe turbulence when the wind comiponent

perpendicular to the mountain ridge exceeds 50 1no1tS, and( a strong thermal
gradient exists; at low levels. Forecast areas are included in tire MTWVB

listing for most areas in the Northern Hemisphere.

The vertical extent ot the forecast areas5 is automat ical ly provided by

MTlWV B . Manual ly, thu vertical extent is determined accordinqr to the

mountain-wave initensity. For a moderate mountain wave, forecast mod-

erate CAT' ui, to 5,000 feet above the maximum mountain, tops; and 5,000

feet above in(! 1,elow the tropopause . For a s~tren(; mountain wave,
forecast modera i C Wi th occasionally seovere turbul1e nce up to 10,000 f~et

above the, maximun mountain toi s, 5, 0(-0 feet above and belciw the tropre-

pause, and moderate CAT i a between. For a very strong mountain wavo,
forecast severe, CAT for all levels up to 1,000 feet abovev the trjo

z'rrs;(1Ij7(0 :;tatet; that the( start of meor111tar:wv aJt JVit V is;

moin , t a n ranoei( or ,;harply ta1creas i ng '-,0( oh w i Jeers i 1. thle

mounta iiri-;ave sanole.

'lie (-I d if t I, -! ar i vi t-V Cii(, Ir who Ii 1, t tI ii lo Il ow mn -,g harpers

I so v-i Lltro is rI longeor lora. i r1 r'ountailn ran(

Tlt- i sr . .kis I *'i 'U or 1. IL,-.ii fii.

urt 1pa:reraqo -ccu2T. t o rea.

*'-~e' ()bi,,, is--livel -:ri 1s jt ii' ! flow) i!; similar to mountainl-
un- xet hat Il iew- no extenId ilito higner levels (the

(0 tIn roc po; sa' if the ar mo- liotrc .1i rect iy over the noun-

ii- I trp' i"l tlhii-, i ,e waIves! ray toin but will diss.ipate rapidly as-
I ,~ opa 1e i val .Ac;; i l ouds; cani forr. tnd t arjI boo nay be

0- 1- t- -a 1 vol Y l ow le-vels.; however, t he impo~rtant dynamic of-
11 t i trit o).pas do not occur. Vei ec:a:t moderate

r''iiI~ a i' "WV) to 0,0 feet. above the wraxinrimI outntain tops

viii; I til s;P ,j w'sd (w ii ii Oo of a lin ja' ormal to the ridtle
I ,'r I k;ji I-.. for DenIver and 10I knot!; forr Japan and

t tcl 1, tit, rids; eIxceed Y1, kr~ots, coidrfoeatn

"T. Th '; p r:-It ;hirowi rvigi ii) :rr ttn I orhior CATl i

':1 .'. 1. '0, i C ' 0' r ir, w Ii r*h fi ups' .; from thle !Tropipaijise



Stratospheric turbulence is thought to be caused by vertically propa-
gating waves interacting with pre-existing vertical wind shears. These
gravity waves can be caused by dynamic perturbation motions in a stable
atmosphere, similar to generation of CAT at the tropopause. Stratospheric

CAT occurs in thin homogeneous stable layers with thickness of 500 to
4,000 feet. Thicknesses less than 500 feet are considered trivial,
while those much over 4,000 feet are probably multiple layers. Strato-
spheric CAT is usually less severe than tropospheric CAT. However, many

pilots of supersonic stratosphcric aircraft (U-2, YFl2A, XB-70) have
reported severe CAT while their aircraft accelerometers record only 0.6
to 1.0 g peak-to-peak accelerations. Amplification of turbulent vibra-
tions from the aircraft center of gravity to the cockpit may be the
reason that pilots report greater turbulence than meteorological cond-
itions seem to warrant.

The current knowledge of stratospheric CAT is confined to the middle
latitudes where significant vertical shears are known to exist. In the
lower stratosphere, a mean vertical wind shear exists as the westerlies
decrease with height. Above the winter hemispheric region of decreasing
westerlies, the wind speed increases with height up to the level of the
mesospheric jet stream core, which is at about 90,000 feet between 55°N
and 70N. Strong vertical wind shears associated with this jet stream
core often extend down to 60,000 feet and below. The vertical wind
shears can be as strong as the shears encountered near tropospheric jet
stream cores.

Large horizontal temperature gradients at high levels with the assoc-
iated vertical shears are indicative of stratospheric CAT:

20C/100 nin at 100 mb (53,000 feet)

10 C/100 nm at 50 mb (68,000 feet)

lCC!100 nm at 1 mh (78,000 feet)

Radiosonde aiscentrs yieldinq vertical temperature and wind profiles can
be studied for vertical shears occurring in stable layers. CATA, the
AFCWC automated rawinsonde CAT analysis tool, computes layers with low
Richardson numers and determines an intensity using vertical shear and
mean-height wind data. Wind shears of greater than 10 knots per 1000

feet and mean wind!; ireater than 50 knots are generally necessary to
produce moderate or qroe ter CAT.

Circulation fe(atures generally associated with stratospheric CAT include
ridges and cutoff hiqhs. The turbulence aligns itself with anticyclonic
curvature from inflection point to inflection point (see Fiqure 40).
Lower stratospheric CAT can also be related to and forecast with under-
lying tropos;p iric systems.

Forecasi- turlulence of the intens;ity and height computed by CATA when

tw( or Mere -Aation; reoert similar layer; associated with the same
LII per-,itr tea tui.. iTurbulence tends to occur 1 ,000 feet below the
v,1 rte .table ayrY; s, the foreca:;t should be ext ended downward to
i 11111d i t

I II II I I !ml- ( b- ".,
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Stratospheric mountain-wave CAT can also be caused by the propagation of
mountain waves upward into the stratosphere from the lower tropopause.
If mountain-wave turbulence is forecast or observed near the tropopause,
it should also be forecast in regions approximately over the mountain-
wave area according to Table 5.

If CAT due to mountain Then forecast strat-
wave +/- 5000 feet, of ospheric CAT tropopause
tropopause is: to 60,000 feet:

MODERATE LIGHT

SEVWERE MODERATE

Tble 5. Empirically derived stratospheric CAT intensities associated
with mountair-wtve turbulence.
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7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Many of these models relating CAT to atmospheric flow are simplifi-

cations of the highly complex real atmosphere. At times, many of the

turbulence mechanisms (thermal advection, horizontal shear, etc.) may he

acting in unison. In those cases, the probability of encounter, the
horizontal and vertical extents, and the intensity of turbulence is much

greater.

Overforecasting in size and intensity is a common failure of CAT fore-

casters. At times, CAT forecasters "chase" pilot reports and issue large

area CAT advisories just to cover the reports and protect themselves

from any repercussions should an aircraft file a hazard report. To

avoid "crying wolf" all of the time, forecasters will have to, at times,

suffer a few isolated missed occurrences of CAT. If a CAT rcort cannot

be associated with a specific synoptic feature, then ignore it unless
other reports are received in the same area. In any case, the area

forecasts must be made as small as possible.

As can be seen in this tech note, CAT forecasting isi still mor, of an

* art than a science. The automated products that are produced at AFGWC

are very limited in capability. This reflects the infancy of the

science. The art of successful CAT forecasting can only be gained by
experience. A CAT forecaster must combine personal skills with the

automated aids to produce the final CAT forecast. This man-machine

mix results in the best possible forecast within the limitations of the

present state of the art.
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Appendix A

The Use of Pilot Reports in CAT Forecastinl

Pilot reports (PIRI*;Ps) and aircraft reports (AIREI's) of UAT are the mo!:t
reliable indicators of the existence or nonexistence, of ('AT. They also

partially fill the void in the upper-air observation network. However,
it is well-known that individual pilot's interpretations of turbulence
encounters as well as the responses of different aircraft (in various
aerodynamic attitudes) vary. Ii general, inexperjenced civilian pilots
tend to report more intense CAT than experienced military pilots. In
addition, commercial aircraft pilots are more concerned with passenger
comfort than with aircraft structural integrity and Send to report CAT
intensities based upon passenger reactions.

The current procedure at AFGWC is to contiinuously 1 o ni or pilot reports
received for the entire Northern Hemisphere. or ec. ,fters ar imed-
lately warned of all reports of light to moderate or greater turbulence
at or above 10,000 feet. Turbulence reports from ]arqc aircraft (F-4
and larqey) are lisually taken at face value wl ue rfports from light
aircraft (T-39 and smaller) are downgraded accorJing to 'Fable A-I. The
aircraft category' depends upon the aircraft weight and cruising speed
and is determinedt by the following formula:

N - weigit (11<;) cruising seed (kniots)
1]CC) (11t ) 5 (k ~ot s

Ta)lu A-1. Usc of N, 'aicul ittd from aircraft weiolht and cruising

speed, to determine trbtfuencc, ca,-tegory.

• ) AT j(1-1{ ),; l ) - (**AT i
(J!" - N - 25G) C'AT i

(V7,0 N) ('AT F

One should note that there is much debate over the turbulence intensity

values in Table A-2. Also, the formula above lives a very poor indi-
cation (,f ,ircraft re speuse to turbulence. At best, one should consider
die A-? i; tly example of how turbulence reports from different

wcjiqlt aircraft could relat(e to *,ach other. During 1979, the Air Force

rynamics ,.la,ra nrv in worv ing with the Air Weather ,hervice to learn

letter re] ationchipi; bctween aircraft response and turbulent vertical

vc,!octi.ti:;. 'h,- renuIts of their study, once available, should be used

ir place of i'able A-?.



CATEGORIES

A B C D E

(L) or L (L) N N N

L-M L (L) (L)N

M L-M L L (L)

* M-S M L-M L-M0

S M-S M M -M

X s M-S M-s M

'1)
- X S S M-S

L x

Symbol Code Reported turbulence

N None

(L) Occasional light

A L Light

A-A..- ,-M Light occasional moderate

-A- M Moderate

~-..A- M-S Moaerate occasional severe

-A- S Severe

X Extreme

,d1 A- :'l Tr-ti]i jne f~.l1valenwe i
v
aet iii t, qantify and compare

1I lot reT)ol;. L(k, not .3] lust cateor\. wi en on(e ol rictaft chanqes speed.
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